ART IN THE ARCTIC

THE ARCTIC
A LIFETIME
EXPERIENCE

A CIRCUMPOLAR DISCOVERY
Capture your travel moments through art
One Ocean Expeditions is proud to launch their most comprehensive Art
in the Arctic program for 2018. By connecting the Canadian Arctic and
Norwegian Arctic through art One Ocean Expeditions offers a unique angle
of expedition cruising. Through artistic impressions from internationally
renown artists, guests learn how to view remote areas of the world from an
artistic perspective, bringing culture, wildlife and history of the region to a
deeper understanding.
One Ocean Expeditions is dedicated to the ocean and the complex marine
ecosystems found in the Earth’s Polar Regions. As we know, there is only
one ocean, interspersed by a series of large islands. The Art in the Arctic
program offers an exclusive opportunity to artistically bridge these diverse
environments only found above the Arctic Circle, at the top of the world.
High profile artists lead unique Artist in Residence programming through
workshops onboard and in the field, in presentations and through personal
conversations. This outstanding opportunity to travel alongside world
leading explorers is further enhanced by select One Ocean Expeditions
experts in history, geology, geography, biology, and ornithology.

Join renowned Canadian artist
and Fellow of the Royal Canadian
Geographical Society, Cory Trépanier
on his expedition to the
Arctic in 2018!
‘Baffin Island - Jewel of the High
Arctic’, August 3 – 14, 2018

THERE IS ONLY
ONE OCEAN

DISCOVER THE WORLD: BRIDGING THE CANADIAN & EUROPEAN ARCTIC
TRAVEL ALONGSIDE INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED ARTISTS

SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER,
9 NIGHTS

BAFFIN ISLAND – JEWEL OF THE
HIGH ARCTIC, 12 NIGHTS

LABRADOR AND TORNGAT
EXPLORER, 10 NIGHTS

JUNE 19 – 28, 2018 & JUNE 28 – JULY 07, 2018

AUGUST 03 – 14, 2018

JULY 24 2018 – 03 AUGUST 2018

David McEown and Bruce Pearson
collaborate by sharing their artistic skills
on how to express wildlife encounters
and breathtaking landscapes above 80
degrees North in Norway with guests.

Cory Trépanier’s passion for the
dramatic coastline of Baffin Island, seen
in his art and films and public speaking,
will inspire guests in their own quest to
creatively capture impressions of polar
bears and Inuit culture.

Chris Cran supports capturing creative
travel expressions of Canada’s East
Coast’s diversified culture and history of
its people. Unrivalled wildlife sightings
and stunning landscapes are the ideal
background.

ONE OCEAN EXPEDITIONS ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE & ARTISTIC PARTNERSHIPS:
C O RY T R É PA N I E R

Canadian artist Cory is an oil painter, filmmaker and explorer
with a passion for capturing Canada’s incredible wilderness
on canvas. Cory is known for his extensive expeditions across
the Arctic in his search for new inspiration. Guests will enjoy
Cory’s in-depth knowledge about the north and his expertise at
capturing the stunning landscape in his paintings.

B RU C E P E A R S O N

D AV I D M C E OW N

For half a decade, David has played an integral part in the
Artist in Residence role with One Ocean Expeditions. As a
landscape and wildlife artist David shares his knowledge about
the medium of watercolour he gathered for the past 25 years,
exploring and expressing many of this earth’s disappearing
wilderness areas. His paintings from Antarctica to the North
Pole are represented in collections worldwide.

I N U I T A RT I S T S

For the past 20 years Bruce’s work as a painter and printmaker
has largely involved private commissions from museums,
institutions and individuals. An avid ornithologist and
passionate about the Polar Regions, Bruce is a key Artist in
Residence with One Ocean Expeditions. Guests benefit from
his excellent expertise about the polar wildlife and how to
capture them in paintings.

The art scene of Canada’s Arctic communities is a flourishing
industry. One Ocean Expeditions is known to be an active
supporter of art exchange. Through strong relationships, One
Ocean Expeditions is able to work with the most well respected
and knowledgeable Inuit artists to join their cruises and share
ancient art traditions with guests.

CHRIS CRAN

F R I E N D S O F T H E S C OT T P O L A R
R E S E A RC H I N S T I T U T E

Chris Cran is a Canadian artist and Fellow of the RCGS,
gaining an international reputation through his unique art
compositions. His art pieces are displayed in the National
Gallery of Canada and have been reviewed in art magazines
such as The New York Times. Chris’ talent, using visual tricks
to capture the moment, are a fantastic benefit for guests when
discovering the world through an artistic perspective.

SALES INQUIRIES: VOYAGES@ONEOCEANEXPEDITIONS.COM
MEDIA INQUIRIES: MEDIA@ONEOCEANEXPEDITIONS.COM
AUSTRALIA/NZ: +61 2 9119 2228
NORTH AMERICA: 1 855 416 2326
UK, EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD: +351 962 721 836
W W W. O N E O C E A N E X P E D I T I O N S . C O M

Friends of the Scott Polar Research Institute carefully select
high achieving artists to join One Ocean Expeditions on
select departures to the Polar Regions. This unique OOE
sponsorship allows artists to gather inspirations they can then
share through their medium with a broad audience, showcasing
the fascination of the Polar Regions.

